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Welcome to the first edition of the Raven’s Roost, our monthly
newsletter! We are excited to start a new school year and welcome all of our Raven families. This has definitely been a different
start but so many things have also been the same. Students and
staff were excited to see each other and get back to the familiarity of the classroom. We are all learning the new routines to keep
each other safe and it is heartwarming to see students and staff
gently reminding each other to sanitize when they enter a room
or to put their mask back on after coming back in from outside or
after eating lunch.

Calendar
September 1: Grade 9 Orientation
September 2: Grade 8 Orientation
September 3: Grade 7 Orientation
September 4: First Day of School for all students
September 9: Picture Day
September 28: School Council Meeting 6:00 p.m. on Google Meet
September 30: Orange Shirt Day
October 7: Staff Meeting

Follow us:

@RHJRavens

RHJRavens

Art
In Art we have just started
our identity unit. The
grade 7s are beginning to
create their names in a
graffiti style. The grade 8s
are learning about onepoint perspective and the
grade 9s are learning
about 2-point perspective.
There is a lot of practice
and patience going on in
class while the students
plan and design their
drawings.

Welcome Back from the
Language Arts Department!
We are so excited to work with you and your child for the 20202021 school year! It’s going to be an awesome year filled with
lots of reading, writing and learning!
We are starting September with orientation activities that will
allow us to get to know our students better. We will then move
into our first STAR assessment of the year, reading life surveys
and an intro to the Destiny platform so that students can continue to borrow books throughout the school year.
If you have not already done so, please ensure that you read
through and sign your child’s course outline. We will also be
sending home a note about choice reading in the coming days.
Please feel free to contact us at any time with any questions or
concerns.
Here’s to a great year!
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Literacy Lane
All of our students in grades 7 to 9 will write their first STAR Reading assessment of the year on Friday, September 18. Following is some information about the assessment and why it is an essential tool in our classrooms.
Q: What are STAR Reading assessments?
A: STAR assessments are short assessments that provide teachers with
learning data. They are computer adaptive, which means they adjust to
each answer your child provides. This helps teachers get the best data to
help your child in the shortest amount of testing time.
Q: What do teachers do with STAR Reading assessments?
A: Teachers analyze the data they get from STAR assessments to learn
what students already know and what they are ready to learn next, to
monitor student growth, and to determine which students may need additional help. STAR assessments are heavily researched and scientifically
proven to help teachers guide each student on their unique path to mastery.
Q: What do STAR assessments do for my child?
A: By pinpointing exactly what your child knows, teachers can personalize your child’s practice to help them continue progressing. Additionally,
!
short test times ensure your child spends more time learning and less
time testing.
Q: Can we use STAR assessments at home?
A: No, STAR assessments are only used at school by teachers to gain insight to guide instruction.
Q: How can I help my child with their STAR assessments?
A: The best way to help your child with STAR Assessments is to help them
understand why they are taking the test: so their teacher knows exactly
how to help them learn! For anxious children, it may be important to tell
them that they cannot fail a STAR assessment - as long as they do their
best, the data generated from the test will help their teacher teach them
more great things!
Some students may feel that since the STAR Reading assessment is a
formative task, it is not as important as other assessments; however, because we use it as an instructional and levelling tool, it is just as important as any other assessment students complete. We ask that you
please discuss this with your child.
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Band
It is very exciting to welcome back the grade 8 and 9 band students,
welcome the grade 7 band students to Rudolph Hennig. There is
much excitement growing in the band room as students prepare to
get back to playing and making music together. While the exact
guidelines for playing wind and brass instruments are still being
worked out, students will have many opportunities to play music
together. There will be many percussion rudiments and skills taught
this year in hopes of performing several percussion ensemble pieces. Parents and students will be informed as soon as the parameters for playing wind instruments are confirmed.

Guitar
The music room is bursting with guitar students this semester. A
brand-new bunch of guitar players will be starting to play guitar on
September 15. So far students have learned the parts of the guitar
and the basics of string names. They can look forward to learning to
read several melodies and learning the basics of chords to play
some popular songs.
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Student Drop Off and Pick Up
Parents who are dropping off their children before school or
picking them up after school are asked to stay out of our parking
lots. With students entering through seven different doors this
year, it is extremely dangerous to have vehicles moving through
the parking lot when students are going to their entrances. Parents may park across from the school or on the same side of the
school before the west parking lot or after the east parking lot
(outlined in green). Please help us to keep everyone safe!

Parent Council
Our first Parent Council
meeting of the year will
be on Monday September 28 at 6:00 pm on
GoogleMeet.
All parents are welcome
to attend.
Please email us if you
would like the code to
attend this meeting.
ken.wlos@eips.ca or
sharon.gach@eips.ca
Elections will be held at
this meeting.
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Quick Facts:
Video surveillance
Did you know each EIPS
bus is equipped with video
surveillance? Video surveillance and equipment
helps:
•

ensure the safety of
all students, drivers
and property; and

•

discourage destructive acts.

On a regular basis, EIPS
Student Transportation
reviews the video recordings, in accordance with
the Freedom of Information and Protection of
Privacy Act (FOIP). The recordings assist the department with monitoring student and driver conduct
and may be used as evidence in a disciplinary
matter.
For more information
about the collection, use
and disclosure of personal
information, contact the
EIPS FOIP Co-ordinator at
780-464-3477.
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Counsellor’s Corner
A warm welcome to all our students, at home and online, parents
and community supporters. We have all arrived in this time of uncertainty and even fear, having had to make many difficult decisions about the best way to greet this schoolyear for our families.
Let’s start by honoring the courage of all members of our Raven
family and whatever course they chose.
Now that we’re here, all of us have a part to play in supporting
each other and ensuring that our community is a safe, welcoming
place for everyone to learn, grow, discover and absolutely enjoy!!
I will be sharing a list of current mental health supports available in
Fort Saskatchewan on our website, but I encourage you to call if
you have concerns about mental health and your child, so we can
get you referred to appropriate supports out of the school and I
can connect with your child here. Heightened anxiety is certainly
one of the impacts that this pandemic has had on many kids and
adults, and we want to do all we can to make sure that our students are feeling safe and supported.

Update Your PowerSchool Information
The "Correction and Verification Form" is now available online
through your PowerSchool Parent Portal. Families can use the form
to access and update their child’s information—including address,
parent and guardian information, emergency contacts and any
medical information. Reviewing and updating the form ensures the
school has the most up-to-date information regarding your child.
In particular, please pay close attention to all phone numbers,
email addresses and emergency contact information. We will undoubtedly continue to have important information to communicate with families throughout this school year—whether your child
is registered in in-school or out-of-school learning—and we want
to ensure you receive this information. If you haven't already done
so, we ask all Rudolph Hennig Junior High School families to review
their child’s PowerSchool information by Sept. 20, 2020.

Enhancing literacy and numeracy
As part of Elk Island Public Schools’ (EIPS) ongoing efforts to
enhance the literacy and numeracy of students in all grade
levels, the Division is once again administering the STAR 360
and Math Intervention/Programming Instrument (MIPI) assessment tools for all in-school learners in the 2020-21
school year. The tools focus on literacy and numeracy, are
digitally based and offer an opportunity for students to
demonstrate their learning. The goal: To provide timely information to teachers, help enhance classroom instruction
and ensure student learning needs are identified.
At three points throughout the year, EIPS in-school students
in grades 1 through 12 will complete the STAR 360 assessment, which evaluates reading comprehension. The assessment takes approximately 20 minutes and is administered
on a digital device. At least once throughout the year, inschool students in grades 2 through 10 will complete the MIPI assessment, which is a mathematic screening tool used to
inform teachers about a student’s math skills. For students
in grades 7 through 10, the MIPI takes approximately 50
minutes, and for students in grades 2 through 6 it takes approximately 20 minutes. The results offer the teacher a
clearer picture of a student’s learning needs and help determine if subsequent instructional planning is required.
The scores of the assessments aren’t used toward a student’s grade, and there is no need to study ahead of time.
The tools simply provide the teacher with information to
better understand where each student is in terms of reading
comprehension and mathematic ability. If, after analyzing
the results, it’s determined a student can benefit from extra
support, the teacher will contact the family to discuss possible support strategies.

Rudolph Hennig
Junior High
School
9512-92 Street
Fort Saskatchewan,
Alberta
T8L 1L7
Phone: 780 998-2216
Fax: 780 998-7374

For more information about the Division’s STAR 360 and MIPI assessment tools, contact EIPS Supports for Students at
780-464-3477.
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